AS IT WAS ON
RUN 3854 KAJANG SHOOTING RANGE
(25/9/2017)
HARE : ALAISTIR PETER PATRICK
SCRIBE BY: HASH DRAGON
PHOTOS BY: KANA
Run No 3854
Date: 25 September 2017
Hare : Alaister Peters Patrick
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------It’s the time of the year for a joint run with PJ animals & this year, it’s
the Animal’s Do. Organizing & setting the run although our hare for the
day, Alaister (co incidentally another Chelup) would partake in the
setting of the run just to ensure its long enough to avoid a fine.

The run directions given to the Run site was Rubbish, could have got us
all to Timbuktu had we followed it. Albert was sensible enough to have
just ignored it and drove to our usual run site. A large crowd was
spotted just before the underpass and sure enough it was to be the site
for today’s run. The combined chapters was huge & noisy, lots of
Mother’s & Animal’s stories

Just before 6.00pm, On Sec gathered the flock for a little briefing.
Animal’s do, follow their paper but the run to 1st check, follow Mother’s
rule No overtaking of either the On Sec or GM until after the 1st check.
On On was called at 6.00PM with the 2 GM racing off & the rest followed.

Mother’s Hash run on 1st check proved to be a challenge for Chelup.
When check was found, overheard complaint from none other than the
GM himself. Hey it’s not easy to keep pace with FRBs breathing down

your neck! This Rule is meant for fit GM, normally found in Mother!
Anyway 1st check was on top of the hill to the left after the underpass.
Our FRBs were all ….. , checking forward. Connecting paper was found
mid-way downhill. Immediately at the foothill, paper led Hashers up the
next hill. At the top it was down again& up all the way to Rubber. The
2nd check was a fork with hashers going both left & right. On call on the
left with Hashers racing down to the foot hill & again immediately it was
another tedious hill climb. Huffing & puffing, cursing & swearing the
hares who were out to torture. I counted 6 climbs before the home run &
was back to Tiger at 7.20pm. Early by most standard Mother’s run.
Spared the Hare with the usual.

1st runner out 1hr 05 minutes. Short but sweet lah!

CIRCLE

Started at way past 8.30pm. The combined circle was interesting but
rather long winded. Good thing there was some little makan before that.
Some of the charges (those I could remember) as follows

1)
Chelup charged for enquiring where Mother’s Gwailos were???
Animal’s lost sheep looking for his kind without realizing he is neither
here nor there!
2)

Monster drank from his new shoe

3)

Hardy boy charged & sat on ice for sins best known to himself

4)

Our JM for his application to switch camp, wanted to be an animal

5)
2 Animal hashers trying to emulate Mother on the length of their
runs only to be told to join Mother although we do not need them either.
6)
Others- cannot remember lah already drunk, no more Tiger or bull
dog, so brain stops here.

MAKAN

On site & FOC. Thanks to Alaister Peters for the wonderful evening!

